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1721 09/08/23 The Jolly Huntsman, Kington St Michael, Hare – Kneed 

A good attempt by the Hare to please everyone.  Almost everyone – except Edit Hare, who arrived at the 

pub to find it had run out of beer and was forced to drink lager (hence it has been put in the appropriate 

section of the Shag).  Eventually a new barrel was found in time for second rounds for many Hashers. 

 

1722 16/08/23  The Bell On The Common, Broughton Gifford, Hare – Spider 

All started off crap (especially for the Edit Hare whose road to the venue was closed) when Spider notified 

the crowd (10) that the pub was closed for its annual holiday.  This was followed by a complete (even more 

than usual) lack of enthusiasm for running.  Perky got to the first check 400m away before anyone else 

bothered to run.  And so it went on, & on, & on until we reached our goal – the closed pub.  At least Spider 

had identified another pub that was open {AND HAD A GOOOD SLECTION OF BEER}, the nearby Fox & 

Hounds - but brim-full of cricketers.  Having had to wait so long to get served Spider forgot which country 

was in and paid for his drink with Euros.  Another low point with such shame cast upon the Chapter. 

 

1723 23/08/23  The Hollybush, Bridgeyate.  Hare – Stiff 

Edit Hare away at the Nash Hash.  Stiff’s last run setting. 

 

1724 30/08/23  Harp and Crown, Gastard.  Hare - L'Escargot 

Last of the Summer Wine.  Dark days heading our way with September runs starting early.  So, L’E & S N’s 

doing the first half of their series-run: to be completed at the end of the winter.  Around 45 mins clockwise to 

the south of the pub.  However, Patrick did get a grilling from a couple of the pub customers – what the hell 

are you doing? 

 

1725 06/09/23  The Temple Inn, Main Road, Temple Cloud.  Hare – Lightning 

Not yet run. 
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Update on the Nash Hash 

Here is Knead showing off his erection capabilities at the recent Nash Hash  

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>   

 The next Nash Hash will (possibly) be in London (yuck).  It was 

announced at the NH3 that there are four Chapters in London that will be doing 

a joint “Scoping and Risk Assessment with Financial Statistical analysis” and 

will decide from that in 3 months’ time. 

NorthWilts put a bid in but were considered incapable of doing it. 

 

Here are a couple of extracts from the NashHash guide to Yorkshire: -  

Ejaculate:  What a Yorkshireman says to Jack when he’s not on time. 

 

A Yorkshireman goes to the goldsmiths and asks: “can tha mek us a gold 

statue o’me whippet?”  The goldsmith says he can and asks: “Do you want ’t in 

18 carat?”  Answer: Nay lad. Chewin’ a bone is fine”. 

 

 

  Important Advice 

I have recently received a troubled email from someone distraught at his lack of producing a write-up for a 

run.  I replicate it here to explain the situation ……….. 



“Have you noticed that when you have a difficult task facing you, then sometimes going away and leaving it 

for a while to mull over in the background of your mind can make it that much easier when you finally come 

back to it. 

Seems like good advice.  I decided to do a write up for one of the few previous K and A runs that you weren't 

there to elucidate us upon, but this seemed like a real tough ask. So, following the above advice, I decided to 

let it mull over in my mind and hopefully it will be easier when I come back to it.” 

 

It is best that I don’t name the person concerned as he seems quite troubled.  He apparently has nightmares 

of lying in a gutter, seemingly drunk, and unable to get out of it to put pen-to-paper.  The matter of Hashers 

having difficulty in doing write ups may be explained by the above paradox.  Having worked in Humanitarian 

Aid and trained in carefully dealing with troubled persons in conflict zones (eg. Bosnia) my advice is: don’t 

be such a f**k**g shirker, stop addling your brain with alcohol and get on with important jobs. 

 

So: a lesson to all you b*st*rds out there – do a f**ck**g write up or end up in the gutter. 
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THE FUTURES PAGE 

 

Having seen the Advertisement Section in the last Ham Shag, it occurred to me that this could be a good 

vehicle for hashers to inform the Chapter of the future.  E.g: -  

 

There could be adverts for sale items – like used running shoes; 

 

Events: like Hasher Swapping nights – could be more interesting than wife swapping nights; 

 

Competitions like; “Pin the Tail” on the Future GM; 

 

Suggestions like: where on earth could a sensible Mystery Run be held; 

 

Guessing games, like: where the hell is the AGPU going to be. 

 

Who will be the next edit Hare at the AGPU X-Rated is organising. 

 


